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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geri: There might have been a time when library technical services departments were able to set up our systems and workflows and let them run, as they were initially designed, for several years.  But now, to have a sustainable working model for technical services in academic libraries, we see the need to be in a constant state of “RE.” Rethinking, restructuring, rewriting and reimagining -- everything we do.At WMU Libraries, we've been living in this state of "RE." All these words you see on the screen are things we've been thinking about and putting into practice throughout the library. Within a short amount of time, we migrated to a new library services platform, then completed a library reorganization, all the while experiencing an erosion of the number of staff and faculty performing technical services work. The staffing level in the Tech Services department of 2010 was almost 40% larger than the Resource Management Department of the current day.  Additionally, we lost quite a few student positions doing traditional technical services work. Over the next half hour, we will be talking about how our systems landscape, our organizational structure and our staffing model have changed, and how those changes have impacted the way that technical services work is organized and executed .  We will examine some specific problems we have encountered, and show you how we are working toward making a smaller department with added responsibilities, sustainable.



Reviewing

▪ User-centric, instead of collection-centric
▪ Community Zone, outsourcing, and automation
▪ Flat budgets and increasing costs
▪ Fewer staff doing more
▪ Focus on unique, local content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geri: In a review of the library landscape, we see these issues, which are by no means unique to our library, but they have impacted the work of our technical services departments.  For a few years, we have been continually deselecting print materials owned in perpetuity in electronic form and moving other physical materials to high-density storage in order to reclaim shelf space for study and collaboration.  Additionally, our library, like many others, participate in programs like the Michigan Shared Print Initiative, where libraries identify commonly-held but little-used physical materials, and agree to deselect or retain these titles in an effort to create some sustainability in our collections as a group. We have begun to rely more on using bibliographic records we did not create, such as community zones that are available in our ERM modules or ILSes, cental indexes, or vendor supplied records. We have experienced a flat budget for nearly a decade.  At the same time, we have been coping with the increasing cost of journal packages, and the long-term commitments we have agreed to in order that we may continue to provide our users with the same depth and breadth of content as we have in previous years. And although many of us have always understood that it's the unique content that makes a library stand out from the crowd, the focus wasn't always on those collections.  But we now see more interest in and effort toward describing and marketing what makes our library unique.



Remembering

▪ New systems (ILS & discovery layer)
▪ New library leadership
▪ New organizational structure
▪ Positions rewritten, eliminated, or moved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geri: These are some of the issues that are specific to our libraryIn May of 2015, we streamlined the number of systems we used to deliver information to our users. We have a couple of charts coming up later in the presentation that will show you what the systems landscape looked like then and now, so more detail on that later.   Just after going live with our new ILS,  we began the process of finding new leadership.  In March of 2016, our new Dean arrived, who immediately recognized the need for a library reorganization. Through this project, we reduced the number of departments we have in our library, and eliminated much of the library's hierarchical reporting structure.  We have been systematically rewriting both faculty and staff positions as they become vacant—sometimes taking the line and repurposing them to fill newly identified areas of need.  We have also been rewriting currently occupied staff positions to ensure that job descriptions match closely the work that is currently happening.  



Technical Services Staffing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geri:As we were experiencing the changes that virtually every academic library has experienced, and going through the changes in our own library in terms of systems, leadership, and structure, we also experienced both a reduction in staff and an expansion of the scope of responsibility in the technical services department. This is a graphical representation of our staffing levels over the last decade. There are two different representations on this slide.The green and teal colored sections are the number of full time faculty and staff positions, and the numbers in the purple sections represent the number of student hours. The drop in the number in the teal and green sections is the result of staff positions not being refilled after retirement, although there was one part time temporary position that was not renewed when the term expired.We will talk more about the staffing structure and the changes that have occurred over the last ten years in the next few slides,  but I would like to say a little bit about the fluctuation in the number of student hours in our department.  We start out with about 10K student hours in 2010, and by 2014 have almost cut that number in half.  In 2018, the number of student hours devoted to traditional technical services work will only amount to about 1,600 hours, cutting the number in half yet again.  The other nine thousand or so hours we see for 2018 will be attributed to the management of our physical stacks. That Stacks Management Department and all the student hours have been subsumed into our department, so we are not utilizing more students for traditional technical services work.  But more on that a little later in the presentation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geri: Here is a visual representation of our staffing structure.  In 2010, we had 4 faculty members in our department, represented by the green bubbles on this slide. We had 20.5 staff, represented by the teal bubbles, and we had a nearly 10,000 student hours spread across the three units in the department represented by the purple bubbles.The multiple teal bubbles under each unit in the department are representative of the reporting structure of each unit.  So for example, both the acquisitions and cataloging units had staff reporting to other staff, and the Electronic Resources and Serials unit had three layers of staff in 2010.



2014 Reporting Structure
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geri: There was really no change in the departmental structure between 2010 and 2014.  At this time, we were not yet migrated to our new LSP, and had not yet begun to think about reorganization.  We still had staff reporting to other staff in the same hierarchy, but what is different in 2014 is the number of people doing the same work that was done in 2010.  Faculty levels remained static, but we lost 2.5 staff positions, while the number of student hours plunged to nearly half the level of 2010, which transferred the student work that was being performed into the workflow of the remaining staff. 



2018 Reporting Restructured
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GERI: Between 2014 and 2018, we migrated to a new library services platform and also reorganized the library. This is our representation of our post migration and post reorganization staffing structure.  You can see that it's much more streamlined in terms of hierarchy. We don't have staff reporting to other staff any more.We lost one faculty position, the department head, when that person retired, which is also a position that was eliminated in other library departments.  Instead, each faculty unit lead has the opportunity to act as the DEPARTMENT lead for a term of at least two years, taking up some of the administrative responsibilities that the former department head used to perform.  We also renamed our department and our units. We are now known as the Resource Management Department. The Acquisitions unit became Collections and Stacks, and is now primarily concerned with anything involving our physical collections. The cataloging unit is now called the Cataloging and Metadata unit.And the Electronic Resources Unit is now called...the Electronic Resources Unit.We played some musical chairs in our department, too. First of all, our Stacks Management department, and all their student hours moved from the Library Operations Department into Resource Management, and is now part of Collections and Stacks.  One person from the ERM unit, and their work managing our print serials collection, moved to Collections and Stacks.  That person also took on added responsibilities that were moved from our former Government Documents Department.  And, one person from Collections and Stacks moved to the ERM unit, after automating and nearly eliminating the work that she had previously done in Acquisitions.So, the reporting structure is much leaner now than at the beginning of the decade.  All three units have shrunk in terms of staffing over the last four years. We also eliminated our part time and temporary positions and replaced them with full time permanent staff.



WebVoyage
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Presentation Notes
Emily: This is a snapshot of sorts of the various systems we had some administrative control over in 2010. And if this chart looks confusing to you, it was also pretty confusing to us and our patrons. And yes, we had three different discovery layers. The red illustrates our locally-hosted systems and the green cloud hosted. Voyager, Vufind, SFX, EZProxy, CONTENTdm, and LUNA insight were LOCALLY hosted. Summon, usage systems 360 Counter and USTAT, and 360 Resource Manager were cloud hosted. Locally hosted systems were primarily managed and configured by our Systems department. But in general, the systems didn’t talk to each other well if at all, which meant constant reconciliation between some of them; work from 360 resource manager, for example, was duplicated in Voyager and SFX. And in the case of the external digital collections in LUNA, a user would have to know to search the resources separately from the discovery layer. 
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Emily: By 2014, instead of simplifying, we managed to make things more complicated. We added a cloud-hosted Institutional repository, LibGuides, as well as Archon, an online system for archival management and finding aids. Users still had to know to search external systems separately if they wanted to view that content, but now there were even more of them!We were still dealing with three different discovery layers and systems that were still not communicating well with each other. In late 2013 and into 2014 we had begun the discussion of replacing our ILS. Our Voyager server was on its last leg, held together by duct tape and some very ingenious systems folk. SFX had moved to the cloud and we began investigating moving from the ground to the cloud for all our systems. In addition to hoping for new cloud-based systems, we were also hoping a new system would provide us with new opportunities for efficiencies in workflows, better integration with other systems, and improved functionality overall so that we wouldn't have to code so many customizations. We were hoping for a system that could help us do more with less.



2018 Systems Restructured
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Emily: Ultimately, we settled on Ex Libris's Alma, our new ILS, and Primo, our new discovery layer. WMU was actually the first Michigan institution to go live with Alma and Primo back in 2015. And you can see that now, in 2018, our systems overall are much leaner. Most of our systems are in the cloud with the exception of EZProxy and ArchivesSpace. We have only one discovery layer, so all those systems I mentioned before...the institutional repository, libguides, and digital collections can now be searched together through just one search interface.



2010 Culture
▪ Multi-level, hierarchical organizational structure
▪ Little autonomy and decision-making often required multiple 

levels of approval
▪ Highly-specialized, narrowly-focused job descriptions
▪ Print-centric technical services workflows
▪ Locally-hosted system control lived in Systems Department
▪ New digitization program needed metadata, platforms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marianne: I'd like to look at technical services during these same years again, but this time from a cultural standpoint.1. We had multi-level, hierarchical organizational structure, which led to the department being more compartmentalized - a more defined separation between units2. Staff had little autonomy outside of their specialized area and decision-making often required multiple levels of approval, which had to potential to really slow things down3. Job descriptions were pretty narrowly-focused.4. Although academic libraries were moving towards more digital materials, all our workflows were still very print-centric.5. Locally-hosted systems were controlled by the Systems Department, which meant people who actually did and understood the work had little say in the way the systems worked for them. 6. Our Library had a new digitization program which needed specialized metadata creation and new platforms to host those digitized materials. In cataloging, we were starting to think beyond the MARC record for how we could contribute to the description of library materials.So, fast forward four years.



2014 Culture
▪ ILS search created interdepartmental collaboration 

and information sharing
▪ Organization-wide focus on industry trends
▪ Began looking to the cloud
▪ Started to take a close look at our workflows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marianne: 1. In 2014 we began in earnest our organized search for a new ILS. And as many of you have gone through a search, you probably understand what an undertaking it is. The whole library was involved in some way-- multiple committees, presentations, webinars, and even some site visits.2. It began an organization-wide focus on industry trends, and how they fit into the future of our library. While not easy, the search and migration to Alma and Primo began a culture shift, with increased interdepartmental collaboration. Multiple departments, including technical services were heavily involved in the process and were sharing information, trying to understand what the library needed and what our users needed. 3. With the impending doom of our ILS server, we began looking to the cloud, and not just for our ILS. We had to think about the sustainability of our systems.4. We started to take a close look at our workflows to determine if a potential ILS could do what we needed it to do. After selecting Alma, we began learning how to do our work in a new system - no small feat. And we also began to investigate how to do our work efficiently using the new functionality Alma offered over our previous system. We were forced to abandon some long established workflows and practices. So 2014 and the following years kept us on our toes, constantly learning new things.



2018 Culture Refreshed
▪ Flatter organizational structure
▪ Empowered staff have more autonomy
▪ Encourage shared decision-making
▪ It’s okay to NOT do some things!
▪ It’s okay to try new things and fail
▪ Automation when possible
▪ Cross-training staff and students
▪ Become agile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marianne: Fast forward four more years, to where we are today.1. After our recent reorganization we have a flatter organizational structure. Fewer people reporting to other people who report to other people. As a result of this I think we feel more like equals, colleagues.2. We have empowered staff by giving them more autonomy. We have encouraged experimentation and thinking outside the box in order to solve problems on the fly, rather than notify a supervisor and wait for a decision to be made.3. We've encourage shared decision-making. Culturally, this has always been a strong-suit of our department, to work together. But as a new unit lead, I really trust the opinions of my staff and work to include them in making important decisions that involve them.4. It’s okay to NOT do some things! We have, some of us with great difficulty, given up the inclination toward perfectionism, especially when it comes to our transitory collections, in favor of spending time on our more complex, permanent collections. 5. We encourage people to try new things and fail, because when you fail, you learn. 6. Automation when possible. We have automated everything that moves, or it's on our to-do list for tomorrow.7. We have begun to better cross-train our staff and students so that we can all learn to do more, share the workload, and not have a process stop because the one person who knows how to do it isn't there.8. We are becoming more agile. For example, the ERM unit is using agile project management principles to manage their workflows. These Agile principles work well in creating flexibility and responsiveness in an environment where constant change has become the new normal. So now, Emily is going to talk about areas where we exemplify these changes.



Branching Out
▪ Distributed administrative responsibility

of Alma
▪ Record loading
▪ Primo administrative configuration
▪ Harvesting into discovery layer
▪ Stacks Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emily: This is the work that has branched out for us in Resource Management. [Distributed administrative responsibility of Alma ] Administrative responsibility for the old ILS used to primarily reside in our Systems department. As an organization, a decision was made some time ago that we would not have a Systems Librarian, so it makes sense that...now... ...we have a shared administration model for the ILS, meaning that there are several people various units or departments throughout the library that are Alma administrators who solve problems for their areas of expertise, but primary administration of the ILS happens within Resource Management. [Record loading] Because of this distributed model, we naturally started loading our own records into Alma instead of relying on people in our Systems department to load them for us. [Primo administrative configuration ] We have also taken on the administrative configuration of the discovery layer.  Like the old ILS, configuration of the old discovery layers also used to be done by our Systems department. But when we migrated they just didn't have the staffing to take on the work.  Thus administrative responsibility moved to Resource Management. Two members of our department are certified Primo Administrators. We make changes to Primo that include things like editing labels, building harvest pipes, CSS, HTML, JavaScript customization, coding, etc.  One way this has been really beneficial for us is that, working in Resource Management, we speak the same language as our Catalogers. So when there's a problem, perhaps a field isn't displaying correctly or in the right place, we...we being those who configure the discovery layer...understand what Catalogers are trying to tell us, and know where to look to fix problems.  [Harvesting into discovery layer] We've also begun harvesting more collections into Primo. We used to only have one collection harvested into our old discovery layer, which was built by Serials Solutions with input from our...surprise...Systems people.  Now, we harvest multiple collections into Primo and that work and setup is done in Resource Management. At the moment, in addition to the collections currently harvested, we are in the process of testing harvesting of archival finding aids.   [Stacks Management] Another big change for us has been the addition of Stacks to Resource Management, which came to us from our Operational Services department. This actually brought quite a few changes. After some staff shifting and retirements, physical processing and responsibility for commercial binding were absorbed by our Stacks personnel, which has actually resulted in some workflows becoming more efficient, for example, as physical materials are no longer changing so many hands from the time they arrive in the department to the time they leave. 



Pruning Back
▪ Automated shelf-ready
▪ Authority control task list
▪ Batch functions
▪ Reliance on Community Zone

and vendor records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emily: This is the work that has been pruned back. [Automated shelf-ready]One big change was the automating of shelf-ready materials. While shelf-ready is theoretically pretty automated, in practical terms it isn't that simple. We created a setup that gets the ILS to run checks on all our incoming shelf-ready records so we could tell if a book needed extra work or not before heading out to the shelf, which essentially automated one person out of half their job, which freed her up to work on other Alma and Primo configurations. And that person happens to be me.[Authority control task list ]Authority control was a mixture of in-house and an authority control service requiring the Systems Dept. assistance in sending and re-loading data into our old ILS. While records were 'out', we couldn't touch them which resulted in a 'DO NOT TOUCH this record' warning in between. We now do most of this work directly within the ILS. [Batch functions ]Also, if we can do something in batch rather than one-by-one, we do. Much more of our database maintenance is now done utilizing batch changes or deletes, and we are also working to get our records synced with OCLC to automate the process even further. While we actually had batch function capability in our previous ILS, the work itself is more distributed and staff have the capability and are encouraged to utilize this function themselves when needed. [Reliance on community zone and vendor records]And we have increased reliance on vendor records and records from the community zone, which is a shared repository for Alma users, especially in areas like shelf-ready, bestseller lease programs, and electronic resources.



Reimagining

▪ Refocused cataloging
▪ Stopped duplicating work
▪ Automation & outsourcing
▪ Streamlined workflows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marianne: Between growing and branching out in some areas and pruning back in others, we’ve hopefully found the right balance. Reimagining what modern technical services can be in an academic library. That sweet spot for us in cataloging is the ability to use our talents and training to focus energy on the collections that make us unique and the work that enhances user experience.Because of the new functionality of our cloud-based systems, Geri and her ERM unit were able to stop duplicating work and synchronizing their holdings across several systems and applying monthly updates to our link resolver. We've been able to reduce the amount of time and effort spent on processing print materials through a combination of automation, outsourcing when acceptable, and streamlining workflows. A good example of this is our bindery. We had a retirement and a decision to make of how to handle the work previously performed by this person and her students. We adjusted our policy to reduce the amount of materials needing binding, stopped doing in-house work, and completely outsourced the work to a commercial bindery. The workflow was streamlined from outdated practices that included many redundant steps and lots of paperwork, to a more efficient method which used Alma to track the materials during the process.Finding these new efficiencies in our workflows was necessary to complete some of our most ambitious projects. 



Repurposing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One such ambitious project was the reimagining and repurposing of our main library's physical spaces. Through the selective pruning of our print collections, especially our bound print serials, we are able to finally create the learning commons we had long imagined for our students, giving them comfortable study and collaboration space. This is a before and after picture of our first floor. This is a result of years of work identifying, pulling, and deaccessioning over two hundred and sixty thousand (260,000) items, mainly bound journals, and moving over 100,000 little used materials to storage. You can imagine how much stacks management and technical services participated to this project.



Reinventing

▪ Change is hard and not always voluntary
▪ Remove obstacles to innovation and change
▪ Know where to focus your efforts
▪ Demystify technical services
▪ Be user-focused and service-minded

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marianne: I think it’s important to note that our journey at Western is not unique. There are changes in higher education, technology, our own institutions and libraries that are all exerting outside pressures. The world changes and we must change with it. But having been through our journey to the Department we are now, there are a few things we’ve learned that may help the process go smoother for others. 1. Acknowledge that change is hard and not always voluntary: Most technical services people I know are perfectionists with a deep love of libraries, their profession, and the rules. Letting go is not always our strong suit. In the middle of a sea change, it’s important to not get lost at sea.2. Try to remove obstacles to innovation and change instead of creating a million work-arounds.3. For us, the challenge, and the solution, was learning where to focus our efforts. Pick your priorities and align with your strategic plan. Create efficiencies that are manageable, and don't create unsustainable technical debt. And be transparent about it with your department. Communicate, strategize, discuss, troubleshoot, and commiserate. Remember to pick your battles: It’s ok to fight for your people or the things that are core issues, but you don’t have to say yes to everything, and you don't have to fight over everything. Find that balance.4. Whenever, wherever you can, demystify technical services. Many colleagues have no idea what happens in our departments. WE build the infrastructure for our library resources and their discovery. When things run right, it’s easy to dismiss the work as behind the scenes magic. I think it’s on us to remind everyone of the work we do and how technical services is also a public service. We enable our users to find our resources.5. And, don’t lose sight of the reason why we do this: the user. Constantly be user-focused and service-minded.
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Geraldine Rinna
Electronic Resources Librarian
geraldine.rinna@wmich.edu
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Emily Gross
ILS Specialist
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